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Eco Fact: During the time it takes you to read this sentence, 50,000 12-ounce aluminum cans are made.
In This Issue:

From your editor

Welcome back! We here at The Trail hope that everyone enjoyed the holidays and had a relaxing
Faculty Highlight:
break. I am excited to be The Trail's newest editor and am looking forward to providing the same
2
quality of articles as we have in the past. Now that the semester is well on its way, and we are
Professor Rachael Shwom getting back into our academic schedules, students should take a moment to check out the section of this issue that contains office hours for all of our faculty. It is highly beneficial as stuEPIB 101
dents to get to know your professors, especially when it comes to recommendation letters for internships, graduate school, or a potential job opportunity. Please don't wait until Spring semes3
ter of your senior year to meet with them because you would not want to have to stay an extra
Office Hours
semester because you misunderstood Degree Navigator or missed a requirement. On that note,
Winter Ecology
we would like to acknowledge some upcoming changes for the department. First we would like to
welcome the department's newest Assistant Professor, Pamela McElwee, who will be teaching
EPIB Experiences
International Environmental Policy this semester. Also, keep an eye out for the new and im4
proved Human Ecology website that will be launched soon! We are always looking
Engineers without Borders for new ideas or suggestions on how to improve The Trail and we always appreciate
contributions. So if you have a great idea for an article, don't hesitate to submit it.
Nat’l Conference on Science, Have a great semester and I hope you enjoy your classes!
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students will acquire. The curriculum will include learning about the relationships between human systems and
the environment and other key information that will
help ensure that all of the students are environmentally
By: Dayna Bertola
and sustainability literate upon their graduation.
This innovative policy was created due to numerous
Last September, the U.S. Secretary of Education
requests for an environmental education program by
launched its newest endeavor to promote environmenthe public to agencies such as the Environmental Protal awareness, sustainability, and health. According to
tection Agency, Department of Education, and even the
the Department of Education, the Green Ribbons
White House. Although the program is still in its pilot
School Award Program is, “the first comprehensive
year, the results look promising. More than 30 jurisdicfederal policy for schools related to environment,
tions have already agreed to participate in the voluntary
health, and education.” This new policy initiative focusprogram. Next month the Green Schools National
es on recognizing schools that reduce energy usage,
Conference is being held and the conference is predictpromote healthy lifestyles, and encourage academic
ed to be an important step in the national movement to
achievement. The program also emphasizes that Green
increase environmental education in the school sysRibbons Schools are those that offer environmental
tems. At the conference, more than 1,500 school adeducation, as well as, foster community engagement.
ministrators will be discovering ways to “green” their
One of the main principles behind this program is
school districts. Interested districts can also learn how
the belief that educating students about environmental
to prepare and apply for the Green Ribbon Schools
issues and sustainability can help them realize their imAward Program. To keep up with this current issue or
pact on the environment and can teach them how to be
to learn more information, please visit
environmentally conscious in the future.
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/green-ribbonThe program is made up of three pillars that consist
schools/index.html.
of numerous elements. Pillar one is the “Environmental
Impact and Energy Efficiency”. The elements include the
reduction or elimination of greenhouse gas emissions,
improved water quality, reduction of waste, and finding
alternative modes of transportation to and from the
school. This pillar focuses on the operations of the
school and how it can be more environmentally friendTiscareno-Sato, Graciela. "Where Sustainability Movement
ly. The second pillar focuses on improving the health of
Meets K-12 Education." The Huffington Post. The Huffington
the faculty and students. Elements include ensuring a
Post, 18 Jan. 2012. Web.
high quality standard of nutrition in the schools and
<http://www.huffingtonpost.com/gracielaoutdoor physical activities. The third pillar includes the
tiscarenosato/green-ribbon-schools- proactual environmental and sustainability knowledge that
gram_b_1211016.html?view=print>.
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Faculty Spotlight: Rachael Shwom
Dr. Shwom has been an integral member of the EPIB teaching community since she began
working at Rutgers three years ago as an Assistant Professor. Dr. Shwom earned her Ph.D. in
Sociology with a specialization in Environmental Science and Policy at Michigan State University in 2008 where she focused her dissertation on researching how different governmental,
business, and environmental organizations influence U.S. policies on appliance energy efficiency over the past 30 years. The reason Dr. Shwom is interested in energy efficiency policy is because improving efficiency is one of the few politically feasible steps in reducing U.S. greenhouse gas emissions that drive climate change. Dr. Shwom manages to be involved in several
fundamental environmental research projects while also teaching three courses here at Rutgers and taking care of her two girls at home. Dr. Shwom teaches Energy and Society, International Environmental Policy, and Human Dimensions of Environmental Change; Don’t pass up
the opportunity to take at least one of her three courses! Check out our interview with Dr.
Shwom:
What research projects have you been a part of? I have been part of several research projects . One has been on interviewing environmental and energy non-profit organizations and how they decide whether or not to partner with
businesses. Another research project I am working on is a survey with a number of researchers investigating public
opinion on climate change. I have worked with Dr. O'Neill, Dr. Chess, and Jeff Dowd on these projects. I am working on
a project studying how connections between land use decision-makers in an urban watersheds are related to the ecological health of the watershed. Finally, I am working with the Greater Philadelphia Innovation Cluster to understand
how people who design and build, assess, and integrate energy efficient technologies into major reconstruction of
commercial buildings.
What is your favorite thing about teaching on the Cook Campus? My favorite thing is the students who come from
all different backgrounds and bring various experiences. That, and seeing the horses in the morning on my way into
the office.
Which courses do you enjoy teaching the most, and why? I really love teaching Energy and Society. There are so
many topics and perspectives to cover and I love trying new things and trying to make it more interesting each time I
teach it.
Is there any advice you’d want to give past, current, and future students? I think my advice to current and future
students is to realize that the four years they have at Rutgers is their first real life experience at trying to ascertain balance in life. That their years at Rutgers are a great opportunity, that not all people have, to go and learn about whatever they want to. That it is also a time to have fun and develop all kinds of hobbies and interests, make lasting friendships - and you just have to remember to do well enough in your classes to keep you here.
When you were younger, what did you want to “be when you grew up”? Either an environmental lawyer or a journalist. I kind of get to do a combination of those things now since I do get to write about environmental policy.
What do you like to do in your spare time? In my spare time I like to run - I am training for a half marathon now. I also
like to take my girls outside for walks or biking or swimming. And I like to listen to music and go to various concerts. I
also love to cook new healthy and yummy foods. Though—I don’t really have a ton of spare time to do these things.
If you could travel anywhere in the world, where would you go first? My best friend growing up lives in Hong Kong
now so I really would love to take my kids there and visit with her for a few weeks. A quiet beach in the Caribbean
where I could swim and sleep and read books for a few weeks would be my next choice.
What is your favorite animal? I really like birds. I love the colors and diversity of them. I like watching them -they're
always very busy.
Where is your favorite place to eat around Rutgers Campus? I like the Lebanese place, Headquarters, in North
Brunswick. Also, Makeda in New Brunswick for Ethiopian is so yummy and not so expensive for lunch.
Another fun fact about yourself? I really wish I had a good singing voice and could play guitar. I can't...yet.
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Spring 2012
Office Hours
Caron Chess, Professor
Thurs. 1:30-3:30 pm or by arrangement
George Clark, Instructor
Mon & Thurs 10:55-12:15 pm and
Tues. 12:35-1:155 pm or by arrangement
Deborah Greenwood, Teaching
Assistant
Thurs. 10:45 - 11:45 am or by
arrangement
Peter Guarnaccia, Professor
Wed. 9:30-11:00 am or by arrangement

Known as the ‘forever wild’ clause, this statement in New York’s 1894 amendment to
their state constitution guaranteed that the forest preserve in the Adirondacks would forever remain a recreational and ecological treasure despite shifting environmental temperaments within the state. I took Winter Ecology with Professor Lathrop this past winter
break, and had the opportunity to trek through the Adirondacks and learn first-hand about
its diverse environment.
One of the first things I noticed as we arrived was all the snow—over a foot (quite a lot
compared to back in New Jersey)! However, it was soon revealed that not only was this
level of winter snow cover uncharacteristically low—it’s also dangerous for the small mammals, such as mice and vole. In order to describe why, I’ll first need to explain the metamorphism of snow. The snowpack is initially formed by the deterioration of snowflakes as
they coalesce into ice grains—what we see. What we don’t see is that, due to thermal radiaWilliam Hallman, Department Chair/ tion from the earth, the ice grains at the bottom of the snowpack sublimate directly into
water vapor that moves up through the pack. This creates a brittle structure beneath the
Professor
By arrangement,
snow where small mammals can burrow through the snowpack while being insulated from
hallman@aesop.rutgers.edu
the above ground climate. Therefore, without enough snow the small mammals are, counter intuitively, more at risk of freezing.
Naa Oyo Kwate, Associate Professor
We also learned about some of the fascinating ways that animals cope with harsh winBy arrangement, kwate@aesop.rutgers.edu
ter conditions above ground. Some animals accumulate more fat (1cm of fat is equivalent to
one layer of clothing for humans). Other animals, such as the moose and the wolf, have a
Bonnie McCay, Professor
special blend of saturated and unsaturated fats in their feet. Unlike saturated fats, which
Wed. 2:00-3:30 pm or by arrangeare a primary component of human fats, unsaturated fats have a kink in their molecular
ment
structure, which renders their freezing point below that of saturated fats. Thus, while our
Pam McElwee, Assistant Professor
hands and feet become stiff and immobile in the cold, a wolf is fine running through the
Tues. 2:30-3:30pm or by arrangesnow without any shoes on. My favorite winter adaptation was that of the wood frog. This
ment
frog floods its cells with glucose to prevent them from freezing, but allows ice to form
Melanie McDermott, Assistant
around its cells and organs. Its heart stops beating and, for all intents and purposes, the
Research Professor
Thurs. 10:45-12:15 pm or by arrange- frog is utterly frozen. It can remain in this suspended state for up to a month before thawing again. Interestingly enough, scientists are researching this intriguing process in the
ment
hopes of improving human organ transplant operations.
Mary Nucci, Assistant Research ProThe heart of the course wasn’t about what we learned through our readings though, it
fessor
was about exploring the winter environment of the Adirondacks in person. We spent a lot
Tues. 2:00-4:00 pm or by arrangeof time outside investigating ecological phenomenon; from identifying plants and tracking
ment
animals, to measuring ice cover at the frozen lake. On one memorable occasion, we used a
Karen M. O’Neill, Associate Professor
Wed. 2:30-3:30 pm or by arrangewarning alarm call to summon a large group of songbirds. The call, a type of swishing
ment
sound, is used to call for support if there is a predator in the area, such as an owl. The
songbirds then mob the predator and harass it until it leaves their territory. Championing
Cymie Payne, Assistant Professor
the expression “there’s strength in numbers,” songbirds of all different species will respond
Wed. 2:30-3:30 and by appointment
to the call. Even more amazing though was when Orion, the teacher’s assistant, told us
Thomas Rudel, Professor
that the same type of call is used in Africa between monkey and birds, with the added
By arrangement, rutwist of a different call to indicate a predator from above or below! It was a great reminder
del@rci.rutgers.edu
of the many mysteries that remain to be explored in language.
Rachael Shwom, Assistant Professor
The Winter Ecology course was an excellent opportunity to learn about the unique charBy arrangement,
acteristics of winter adaptations. The course fulfills the field requirement for ecology mashwomrac@rci.rutgers.edu
jors or minors, but is great for anyone interested in the environment and the amazing versatility of life. Winter ecology remains a relatively unexplored field of study, making the
Daniel Van Abs, Part-time Lecturer
course all the more interesting as an extraordinary glimpse into the breadth of life brimBy arrangement,
ming beneath the depth of winter.
djv44@rci.rutgers.edu
NYS Adirondack Park Agency. “More about the park.” Adirondack Park Agency. http://apa.ny.gov/about_park/
more_park.html
Marchand, Peter. “The Changing Snowpack.” Life in the Cold: An Introduction to Winter Ecology. University Press of New
England: Hanover, NH. 1996.
Halfpenny, James and Roy Ozanne. “Life, Winter, and Adaptation.” Winter: An Ecological
Handbook. Johnson Publishing Company: Boulder, CO. 1989.
By: Kimber Ray
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Engineers Without Borders: An Open Letter to EPIB-ers
This is a plea to all the do-gooders, humanitarians, and global citizens out there. I know you exist! You made the brilliant first step of becoming involved with the Human Ecology Department. Good work. Maybe you do not realize the skills you are gaining in your classes can
improve the lives of those without the same privilege. Or maybe you are already a devout humanitarian, wide-eyed for new opportunities to
satisfy your call to public service. Either way, the Rutgers University Student Chapter of Engineers Without Borders-USA (EWB-RU) has
experiences to offer that will enrich your education and hone your skills as an environmentalist.
As an EPIB major I was welcomed into the EWB-RU community. Using my skills as an EPIB-er, I wrote project documents, and drafted
grant proposals to develop a water project in rural community called Kolunje in southwest Kenya. As a result of my involvement, I was afforded the opportunity to travel to Kolunje twice. Upon arriving, our team of undergraduate students and professional engineers begun work on
assessing the conditions for a water project in our host community. Working with community leaders, I conducted water-use interviews in 21
households to collect baseline health data, spoke with public health officials, and discussed project plans with the newly elected Community
Water Board.
Engineers Without Borders-USA collaborates with local partners to support communitydriven development through the implementation of sustainable engineering projects. Undergraduate students at Rutgers are given the unique opportunity design and implement water
projects for communities in Guatemala, Kenya, and even as local as Camden, New Jersey.
Water is a basic building block of life that is easy to take for granted when it flows freely from
faucets or down toilets, but this is not the reality for most of the world. For members of our
partner communities in Guatemala and Kenya, finding safe drinking water is an everyday
struggle. Come be a part of the solution! Work on a project, network with students and faculty, collaborate with professional engineers, and get a chance to travel
internationally. Don't let the engineers scare you. The skills you have
Sincerely,
earned as EPIB-ers will be valued! For more information, visit
Dave Wallace
ewb.rutgers.edu or email ewb.rutgers@gmail.com .

12th National Conference on Science,
Policy, and the Environment

By Katie Fudacz

Greetings from Washington D.C! Experiencing the adrenaline rush to catch the metro at eight o’clock A.M. on January
18th and 19th was quite a thrilling experience! Joined by
Rutgers’ student ambassador Zaid Abuhouran and Dean
Goodman of SEBS, I had the incredible opportunity to attend
the 12th National Conference on Science, Policy, and the Environment located at the Ronald Reagan Building and International Trade Center. The main focus of this conference was
climate change and food security. Renowned individuals representing the public, private, academic, and nonprofit sectors
spoke about multifarious actors that contribute to climate
change and their connections to social and environmental
disparities facing foreign countries today. To my surprise,
some of the leading research on climate change is done by the
Department of Defense, The World Bank, and different insurance companies.
The Department of Defense is taking great strides in going
green. Some examples include using solar panel tents and
radios, hybrid or electric tank engines, flying aircrafts at lower altitudes to conserve energy, as well as implementing electric engines for boats and submarines. The Department of
Defense’s savings are currently in the millions and the anticipated long term savings run in the billions! The World Bank
is also switching their strategies in lending money and aid to
foreign countries in the form of micro loaning in place of macro loaning. Micro loaning is the practice of granting small
loans or services to specific people/groups of people in need
whereas macro loaning is usually a large sum of money that
is loaned directly to the government of another country and

will accrue massive amounts of interest over time. Micro
loaning is a very proactive way of ensuring that the money
and services provided by developed countries reach the people who need it most in developing countries. Through different forms of micro loaning, relief efforts are implemented
directly in the communities who suffer from various issues
such as starvation, contamination of water and soil, deforestation, scarcity of energy, transportation, education, and
flooding/irrigation issues. (Remember when EPIB contributed
to KIVA’s microlending program??Such efforts induce education reform and increase communication amongst different
groups. Too often with macro loaning, The World Bank gives
a large sum of money to foreign governments where unfortunately the wealth is never dispersed to those who need help
so desperately.
My favorite lecture, given by a Stanford professor, discussed the correlations between agriculture, greenhouse gas
emissions, the increasing acidity and temperatures of the
oceans, and their overall effects on global food security. Another interesting lecture given by the same professor discussed the link between a shift from small scale to industrialized farming, absence of seed biodiversity, unprecedented
weather patterns, and malnutrition. The discussions surrounding these lectures taught me to make connections
where I would otherwise see none. It is important that scientists and engineers better communicate with social scientists
using terminology that is understandable and relatable. Although the content of climate change matters can be very
dense, it is important to be concise when explaining complex
issues to keep the audience’s attention and to keep open communication between professionals and the public. Overall, I
felt ecstatic to witness brilliant minds in such diverse fields
implementing cutting edge solutions to mitigate the effects of
climate change on global food security.
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Op Ed: Does President Obama Care
About the Environment?

expansion of the natural gas industry. Tom Johnson of njspotlight.com wrote an article the day before the speech reporting
on the attempts by New Jersey environmental groups to stop a
$345 million project by the Transcontinental Gas Pipeline
(Transco) aimed at building a natural gas pipeline through
northern New Jersey. According to Johnson the project, “has
evoked widespread opposition because it traverses an
environmentally sensitive area: drilling underneath the South
Branch of the Raritan River, the source of drinking water to
more than 1 million people.” The New Jersey Sierra Club, the
New Jersey Highlands Coalition, Fight the pipe, and Food and
Water Watch all oppose this project. Couple this with the
protests against the natural gas drilling in the Delaware River
by environmentalists in New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
and Delaware, along with the massive protests outside the
White House against the construction of the Keystone Pipeline, environmentalists seriously need to ask; what is Obama
doing?
In fairness, Obama did stress the importance of energy
efficiency and made a promise to force companies who drill
for natural gas to disclose the chemicals used, but these
regulations, whenever they come, will be useless to solve the
damage already done by the rapid expansion of natural gas
drilling.
It is important to realize in an election year Obama must
play to the powers that will get him elected, but to ignore and
ostracize an environmental coalition that was so instrumental
in the vigor and hope of his first campaign should leave
environmentalists scratching their heads.

This question needs to be seriously considered by
environmentalists ahead of the upcoming presidential
election. Surely Obama’s rhetoric in the past leads one to
believe he is one of the most environment friendly presidents
this country has had, but how has that rhetoric changed in the
midst of a heated campaign cycle? The President’s State of the
Union Address on Tuesday January 24 provided a grim
insight into the direction of this administration’s energy
policy.
In what was essentially a campaign speech, President
Obama spoke passionately about the many issues facing
America and the steps his administration is taking to solve
them. Obama spent just over 6 minutes and 700 words, or
roughly 10% of his speech, on energy concerns. At face value
this seems to be a very generous portion of a speech intending
to quiet fears regarding the economy, jobs, taxes, foreign policy, and the political atmosphere. Unfortunately, the content of
those 700 words will leave environmentalists fuming. Obama
began by highlighting the increase in American oil production,
he continued by boasting of the newly opened lands for natural gas and oil drilling, and throughout, he touted the job creating natural gas industry, “The development of natural gas
will create jobs and power trucks and factories that are cleaner and cheaper, proving that we don’t have to choose between
our environment and our economy”. It appears Obama has
ignored the numerous protests by environmental groups
http://www.njspotlight.com/stories/12/0122/2226/ Tom Johnson
against this exact kind of natural gas drilling. In New Jersey
“Environmental Coalition Moves to Block Natural
By: Ryan Reed
Gas Pipeline” January 23, 2012
alone, numerous efforts have been made to halt the rapid
th



By: Dara Zaleski

President Obama’s announcement to deny TransCanada the permit to build the Keystone XL Pipeline directly through
the middle of our country was welcomed as a major victory to environmentalists who are strongly against tar sands oil
extraction. The biggest reason for Obama’s rejection was the fact that Congress gave him an extremely short deadline
(February 21) to make an informed decision regarding the plans. Obama made a good decision realizing that there is
no way a plan can be looked at in detail that could have had potentially detrimental effects on the lives of millions of
Americans in such a short period of time. But does this mean there will never be a TransCanada pipeline built on our
land? Unfortunately, no. Russ Girling, President of TransCanada reacts with optimistic hope, “ Plans are already un-

derway on a number of fronts to largely maintain the construction schedule of the project," he continued. "We will
re-apply for a Presidential Permit and expect a new application would be processed in an expedited manner to
allow for an in-service date of late 2014." In return, President Obama does not seem too against this proposal, "In
the months ahead, we will continue to look for new ways to partner with the oil and gas industry to increase our
energy security -- including the potential development of an oil pipeline from Cushing, Oklahoma to the Gulf of
Mexico -- even as we set higher efficiency standards for cars and trucks and invest in alternatives like biofuels
and natural gas.” Reducing our dependency on foreign oil and increasing our energy security is something
Obama has mentioned on numerous occasions, but is looking to Canada for some of the dirtiest oil extraction
methods really the answer (check out the amount of emissions in a report produced by Canada below)? The leaders of our country need to spend more time looking at the facts and consequences of future energy plans rather
than pushing to pass every Band-Aid solution that comes along.
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/22/opinion/tar-sands-and-the-carbon-numbers.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/01/18/keystone-pipeline-obama-administration_n_1213136.html
http://www.ec.gc.ca/Publications/E197D5E7-1AE3-4A06-B4FC-CB74EAAAA60F%5CCanadasEmissionsTrends.pdf
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Green is the n
ew red this Va
lentine’s Day.
more environm
Here are some
entally and soci
fun ideas to be
ally conscious
es tons of wast
on a day that n
e from cards, ca
ormally produ
ndy boxes, and
cfresh cut flower
s.
Forget the traditional Valentine’s Day cards and
opt for these plantable ones! Every aspect of
these green valentine plantable cards are ecofriendly, from the post-consumer waste cardstock, to the compostable corn plastic and the
wildflower seed embedded hearts that recycle
themselves into flowers. What better way to say
“I Love You” than by giving a gift that can be
enjoyed for seasons to come?!
http://www.botanicalpaperworks.com
(pack of 10 for $5.99)

behind more than 20
“A single gold ring leaves
More Dirty Gold
tons of mine waste.” —No
a
for more environmenThis Valentine’s Day, opt
y for that special
tally friendly piece of jewelr
s jewelry is handon’
ghi
someone. Christine Mi
d and ethically mined
made from 14k recycled gol
e’s Day, the Rose Gold
stones. Perfect for Valentin
individually from molHeart Earrings are formed
unique. They are availten gold and each heart is
recycled 14K gold, or
able in recycled rose gold,
. The rest of Chris$50
recycled sterling silver for
rth checking out if
wo
ely
tine’s collection is definit
perfect piece of eco you are searching for that
friendly jewelry.
ideas
e.com/eco-valentines-daytrib
ter
http://greens

Valentine’s Day just
isn’t the same withou
t chocolate!
Fair trade chocolate
organizations work to
ensure the
certified chocolate yo
u buy does not involv
e
sla
ve labor,
is pesticide-free, grow
n and manufactured
wi
th
out genetically modified ing
redients, and farmers
and cocoa
workers receive fair
wages. Dove Chocolates produced Mars,
the parent company
of Dove chocolate, takes sustainable
cocoa agriculture serio
usly. They
held the first Interna
tional Workshop on
Sustainable
Cocoa Farming, and
they work with their
cocoa farmers
to help them have su
stainable lives and liv
elihoods.
Greenmuze.com

“Flowers are one of the top pesticide-intensive agricultural

crops. “ — greenmuze.com
How about potted herbs instead of fresh cut flowers? Fresh cut
flowers die shortly after they are received on Valentine’s Day and
then end up in the landfill. Giving potted herbs is both practical
and green. Herbs can be used in cooking over and over again instead of being used to take up trash in your garbage can.
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island of Cozumel. For example, Punta Arrecifes Development
wants to begin building resorts that will occupy about 7.5 miles
on Northeastern Cozumel, but it is still unknown if they will
permission to do so. The Trump Organization is also makBy Evangelina Pena gain
ing plans to build on the same side as Punta Arrecifes.
Cozumel, Mexico is a small island that measures around 28
The International League of Conservation Photographers
miles long and 10 miles wide. Surprisingly, a great part of this (ILCP) performed a Rapid Assessment Visual Expedition
island has been conserved in pristine conditions. On the west(RAVE) in which they explored the damage that marine and
ern side of the island there are a relatively small amount of
wildlife environments are receiving due to the increasing inland
resorts that are visited by tourists. On the eastern side of the
and shoreline construction. The RAVE helps demonstrate that
island, the sandy beaches have been protected from construcneither developer should be given permission to build near thetion. The marine and terrestrial ecosystems around the island se areas because of the damages that it can potentially cause on
have been able to flourish due to the absence of major disturbCozumel’s conserved environment.
ances of construction and tourists. In addition, Cozumel has
Residents of Cozumel are aware of these potential impacts on
been declared a marine park, which means many of the organ- the environment and have made attempts to conserve the ecoisms and their habitats are already being protected from husystem. Education programs are provided to teach the benefits
man abuse. The marine park was established in July of 1996
and consequences that future potential development could have
and covers the southwest, south and southeast of the island.
on their natural habitat. Even though the island has remained
As you may already know, a marine park allows people to
pristine thus far, the government may allow these plans to be
use the habitat in ecofriendly ways, excluding fishing and feed- executed to increase employment opportunities and increase
ing the fauna. There are an abundant number of coral reefs
economic growth of the nation. Unfortunately, politics can
located in the ecosystems. These reefs supply a great amount of sometimes overpower the decisions that are in favor of the envishelter for numerous types of aquatic life, specifically for juveronment. However, there are hopes that Cozumel may preserve
nile organisms. Cozumel is really popular amongst SCUBA
its uniqueness as President Calderon of Mexico promised the
divers, it provides some of the greatest dive sites because of its people of his country a “commitment to sustainability and conundamaged environments and the immense visibility of the non servation along with economic growth”.
-polluted waters. For these same reasons, Cozumel has drawn
Information From:
the attention of many developers, in addition to the amount of
-newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/
available land for future investments. “From the shoreline of
2012/01/18/ cozumel-2011
Cozumel, one could see the great shoreline of Cancun, filled
-cozumel.net/about a
with enormous hotels and resorts.”
-aquasafari.com/marinepk.html
Since Cancun is already densely populated, developers seek-travelnotes.cc/cozumel/links/parkrules.php
ing to increase their investments seem to be interested in the

Wind energy is an up and coming resource that the United States’ population is going to take advantage of in the near future. The
U.S. Department of Energy says that this clean renewable energy source is caused by the heating of the atmosphere by the sun, the rotation of the earth, and the earth’s surface irregularities. They also believe that wind energy generated from wind farms can benefit the
United States. However, there are still some challenges with the production of wind energy that first must be corrected in order for it to
become a successful alternative energy source.
Wind is an alternative form of energy that has many advantages. According to the U.S. Department of Energy, wind energy systems
ease homeowners’ dependence on fossil fuels, and limit their greenhouse gas emissions. They also claim that, “wind energy is one of the
lowest-priced renewable energy technologies available today, costing between 4 and 6 cents per kilowatt-hour, depending upon the
wind resource and project financing of the particular project.” The energy is conducted through multiple wind turbines. There are many
incentives to build wind turbines on ranches and farms. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics stated that, “wind turbines may benefit rural
economies by producing revenue from energy companies and creating jobs.”
Additionally, the U.S. Department of Energy acknowledges that there are some challenges for wind energy to become more predominant in the United States. For instance, they noted that the initial investment for wind turbines and wind technology are expensive. The
cost of building the turbines and the transmission lines to bring the energy from the wind farm to the source may be thousands of dollars,
according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The site also must be cost competitive with the other conventional energy sources. A
wind farm’s energy level (the measurement of how much wind comes through the area) determines whether “the wind farm may or
may not be cost competitive.” The location of the wind energy site will be difficult to find because they need to be away from buildings,
which could block the wind from being transmitted by the turbines. The U.S. Department of Energy also notes that some residents who
live near wind energy systems do not like the wind farms because of the turbines’ noise emissions and some claim that they are not aesthetically pleasing to the community.
Despite the disadvantages, the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics both believe that wind energy is
moving in a positive direction toward becoming a significant way to generate electricity. Wind energy will be one of many alternative
energy sources to fuel the future, and therefore, will be a pure and abundant resource for years to come.

By: Scott Sincoff

ttp://www.bls.gov/green/wind_energy/
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Arielle’s Food for
Thought:
By; Kyle Walsh

Last weekend the Northeast Organic Farming Association of New Jersey (NOFA-NJ) held its 22nd annual Winter Conference at Princeton University. It was the largest
conference held by the small non-profit, with nearly 500
farmers, foodies, and like-minded people in attendance.
While this event does not seem significant to those who
are not members, it most certainly is.
Our world is built on soil. We need food to grow individually and as a group, and farmers often go unnoticed
in modern society. After all, for most of the year our food
comes from supermarket shelves, not farm stands. This
disconnect between people and land was countered by
the theme of the 2012 NOFA-NJ Winter Conference,
“cultivating change”. Not just change in the practices by
which we produce food, but change in how we relate to
food at it’s most fundamental level: Farming.
It would not have taken more than a few minutes at the
conference for you to realize that things are changing in
New Jersey. Young, beginning farmers were everywhere,
engaged in learning about farming systems, new marketing opportunities, and important changes in policy.
Speakers came from all over the region to educate and
discuss the growth of local, sustainable agriculture. Consumers were given an opportunity to interact directly
with their local farmers and learn about how they can be
part of the shift to a sustainable farming system.
The 22nd NOFA-NJ Winter Conference was proof that
people in New Jersey and surrounding states are reconnecting with the land. The sustainable movement isn’t
just a romantic ideal anymore, it is a reality. The energy
of this movement has developed over decades, and it now
includes people from all walks of life. People are engaged
in the food that they eat, unwilling to settle on industrial
substitute products, and farms are here to meet the demand. This is an exciting time for farming in the Garden
State!
Want to get to know your local farmers? There are
many resources available! Visit www.nofanj.org where
you can find the 2011 NOFA-NJ Farm and Food Guide, as
well as a searchable list of local farms, markets, co-ops,
and more! Local Harvest (www.localharvest.org) also
provides a national database of local farms!
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The Cost of safety

By: Julia Harenburg

Before I get into what this article is about, I need you to imagine that it is currently February 2011, and the temperatures are below 50
degrees and there is snow on the ground. Are you there yet? Are you angry about having to dig out your car from that awful, heavy, wet
snow again? We need to be thinking about last year, because if I share the information of this article with you during a winter season where
there has barely been any “snow making” temperatures, then this will just seem like nonsense.
Okay, so now that it’s February 2011 again and we are rocking our winter snow attire, think about the feeling you get when you have to
drive during a snowstorm, before all of the plows and salt trucks come out. Usually we tend to feel a little unsure about how safe it is to
drive on the roads. I know that when I have to drive in a snow storm, I’m in the slow lane going 5 mph and I know that everyone is thinking
“it’s just snow, learn how to drive!” However, I like my car and I like remaining safe even more, therefore, I will continue to be that person.
Finally, after the salt trucks come out and dump piles of salt all over the roads, we all feel safe driving on the roads again since the snow and
ice have melted away.
I always thought of the salt as a good thing, as a magical cure to snowy roads. Yet, before the semester even started, I opened up my
environmental law book and started reading about road salt. I was shocked to learn that it is actually extremely hazardous to the environment.
In the United States, we dump 20 million tons of salt on the roads every winter. Salt works by lowering the freezing point of water, therefore, melting the snow and saving our lives. Although this is extremely beneficial, the salt affects a lot of environmental factors. For example, road salt affects the quality of our water because it washes away into lakes, streams, and seeps into groundwater. Salty groundwater
can contaminate drinking wells, which can be bad for people’s health, especially those that are required to be on low sodium diets.
Aquatic life is also affected when salt is washed into streams and lakes. High levels of salt in the water can disrupt how the freshwater organisms pass fluid in and out of their bodies. It can also lead to salty pockets near the bottom of the water sources, which can cause biological dead zones.
Water pollution is only one way that salt can be detrimental to the environment. Another way can occur when the salt is sprinkled and
washed off the roads by cars. It can erode the soil or can damage trees and vegetation as far as 650 feet away! Salt that gathers on the side
of the roads can also form an artificial salt lick. This is attractive to animals such as birds, moose, and elk. These animals get closer to the
road edges and may be killed by passing cars.
The issue of road salt is complex. It is known to be harmful for the environment, but it saves lives every year by melting the snow and ice
that could result in an accident. Most people would agree that preventing injuries outweighs the negative effects of the road salt. However,
people are unaware that there are alternatives that are not being used because the chemicals are more expensive than salt and towns
would have to invest in new spreading equipment. The high costs of the alternatives may be a deterrent. However, there is a less costly
solution. For instance, by wetting the salt first, it allows for a cleaner application that sticks better to the surface of the road. Also, it is more
efficient to apply the salt before a storm occurs. Salt isn’t as effective when temperatures reach below 15 degrees. Simply knowing the temperature of the pavement can reduce waste. All of these solutions could reduce the amount of salt used, which will not only save money,
but will also cut down on the environmental impacts.
Is salt known to be harmful to the environment? Yes. Does salt help prevent accidents and help make driving safer? Yes. What we need
to do is to find that place in the middle where our safety, as well as the environment’s safety, are still intact.
You can come back to February 2012 now and enjoy the warm weather.
Rastogi, Nina. "Salting the Earth- Does Road Salt Harm the Environment?" Slate. Slate-The Green Lantern, 16 Feb. 2010.
Web. <http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/the_green_lantern/
2010/02/salting_the_earth.html>.
Plater, Zygmunt J.B., Robert H. Abrams, Robert L. Graham, Lisa Heinzerling, and David L. Wirth. Environmental Law and
Policy: Nature, Law, and Society. New York: Aspen, 2010. Print.

Check out These

Check out the movie Sea Monsters
IMAX—Feb 16 @ 7PM in the Busch
Campus Center, Center Hall

Events on campus:
Not sure what major to
declare? Check out Rutgers CORPS “Major Mixer” on Feb 15 from 7:309 in the George H. Cook
room. Free food!

The Spring Research Mixer will
be held on, Wednesday February 8, from 5:00-7:00 pm in the
Cook Campus Center multipurpose room. Come and see what
projects will be right for you.

Tornado Alley
will be playing
on Feb 28 @
7pm in the
Busch Campus
Center, Center
Hall

Want your group
or organization’s
next event posted
in the Trail?
Email us at
epibtrail@gmail.co
m and we’d be
happy to share
with
our readers!
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By: Arati Patel

Animal rights activists were presented with positive news, which indicated change toward the protection of animals
used for research and testing. The National Institute of Health (N.I.H.) suspended all new grants for biomedical and behavioral
research on chimpanzees. Animal rights activists gave all of their passion and commitment towards creating a community that
would respect animals and to help others gain an understanding of why it is important to stop unnecessary testing on animals.
For the first time there are rigid guidelines that must be followed in order to decide whether experimentation on chimpanzees
is needed. The guidelines require that in order for research to be performed on chimpanzees it must be necessary for human
health and when there are no other alternatives. The director of N.I.H, Dr. Francis S. Collins, announced that “chimpanzees as
the closest human relatives deserve special consideration and respect.” Giving the chimpanzees’ consideration and respect is a
huge step towards understanding the battle over animal testing. Even though the testing on chimpanzees is not completely
prohibited, it is an accomplishment that many animal activists acknowledge.
Animal activists have taken this good news as a sign to continue encouraging further protection for the testing on
chimpanzees. They have presented the “Great Ape Protection and Cost Savings Act of 2011,” and sent a petition to declare
captive chimpanzees endangered, just as wild chimpanzees are. On the other side of the issue, individuals who are involved in
chimpanzee research also support this success because it has become too expensive. They believe research on chimpanzees
should only take place when there is no other alternative and it is beneficial for human health. There are two areas where the
research committee believes research on chimpanzees is acceptable. One example is for a preventative vaccine for hepatitis C
and the second is for research on immunology involving monoclonal antibodies. It is a great success not only to limit testing
on chimpanzees, but also to see two different groups cooperating together. This type of cooperation between different stakeholders is needed for change to occur within the community.

For more information check out the New York Times article “U.S. Will Not Finance New Research of Chimps”.
Gorman, James. "U.S. Will Not Finance New Research on Chimps." The New York Times. The New York Times, 15 Dec. 2011. Web.
<http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/16/science/chimps-in-medical-research.html?_r=1>.

Punxsutawney Phil says: 6 more weeks of winter!

But, with temperatures unusually high this winter, that might not be half bad!

Here are some fun facts about Groundhog Day:

1.

Despite the common tongue-twister, woodchucks (Marmota monax) are burrowing creatures that usually stick to
smaller plants. In response to the question "How much wood could a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck
wood," one wildlife biologist reportedly found that the volume of an average woodchuck burrow is equal to about
700 pounds of wood.

2. Did you know the top-hatted men who lead the Punxsutawney Phil ceremony are known as the "Inner Circle?"
There are 15 members of the Inner Circle, according to the The Punxsutawney Groundhog Club website.
The Inner Circle members (whose pictures and bios are available on the club's website) each have titles that range
from standard: President, Secretary/Treasurer; to the uncommon: Thunder Conductor, Iceman and His Protector.
3. Whenever Punxsutawney Phil sees his shadow and "tells" the Inner Circle that there will be six more weeks of winter, he is always right. February 2 falls close to the halfway point between the winter solstice and the vernal
(spring) equinox. Astronomically speaking, there is always about six more weeks of winter after February 2.
4. The weather-predicting groundhog's official name is: "Punxsutawney Phil, Seer of Seers, Sage of Sages, Prognosticator of Prognosticators and Weather Prophet Extraordinaire."

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/01/groundhog-day-2012facts_n_1245259.html?ref=green#s649274&title=Do_You_Know

Check out The
Huffington Post
for more!
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Every day is a holiday!
Don’t feel like celebrating Valentine’s Day this
year? Here are some other holidays that are absolutely worth celebrating!
February 9: Extraterrestrial Visitor Day!
February 12-18: Jell-O Week!
February 16: Kyoto Protocol Day!
February 17: My Way Day!
February 21: International Pancake Day at IHOP!
February 21: Mardi Gras!
March 3: What if cats and dogs had opposable thumbs? Day!
March 12: Napping Day! (This should clearly be used as an excuse
to get out of class/work!)

Here's how to win a free t-shirt!
Find this picture hidden
somewhere in the Trail:
 Be the first reader to email
epibtrail@gmailcom
 Win a free EPIB Trail t-shirt!
Comments, questions, or concerns?
Email us at EPIBtrial@gmail.com
We'd LOVE to hear from you!

  


Dan D'Amato, 45, partying in an Orlando, Fla., motel room in December, was accidentally shot by a
stranger who was having a dispute with another
partygoer. Later, as his wounded hip was being
treated at a hospital, doctors discovered and removed two "huge" tumors in D'Amato's abdomen
that had so far gone unnoticed. The tumors were
not cancerous but had they not been found, they
would soon have disabled him.
Rookie Mistake: Tyechia Rembert, 33, was arrested
and charged with robbing a Burger King drive-thru
cashier in York, Pa., in December but only after
making police officers' job easier. After her clean
getaway, she called the restaurant to reassure herself that none of the witnesses had noted her car's
license plate number. None had, but using cellphone records, police traced that call to Rembert.

